Unit Conversions 1 - linear part 1: an introduction to converting from one unit to another unit.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ol7IliMD0

Unit Conversions 2 - linear part 2: second video with more examples showing how to convert from one unit to another unit.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=daVdxGfchWI

Unit Conversions 3 - square units - area: how to convert from square units to other square units. Deals with area.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKguj4goNT8

Unit Conversions 4 - cubic units - volume: how to convert from cubic units to other cubic units. Deals with volume.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fe5LyVW0vRg